considers particulars of context rather than abstract moral principles.
favors an “ethics of care” as a model
for a more inclusive and just society;
emphasizes webs of responsibilities
that connect people;
values lived experiences;
questions the “universality of a
rights-based framework;”

Feminist scholarship:

 An openness and “willingness to be
affected, to be shaped by another’s
experiences without blurring lines
between the self and the other.”
 “discarding the assumption that we
share...the same modal space of
belonging in the world”
 “a learned process of direct and
deep connection between the self
and another.”

3 Archivist + User

4 Archivist + Community

 “the ability to understand and appreciate another person’s feelings,
experiences, etc.”

Radical empathy means:

1 Archivist + Record Creator

2 Archivist +

4 Affective Responsibilities
In creating this panel, we realized
the need for a 5th affective responsibility to be named and described— an accountability to and
mutual support of our colleagues.
Mega thanks to Shannon O’Neill, moderator,
organizer, and visionary who made this all
happen through magic. —from all of us

Defining Radical Empathy for Archives

Subject of Records
Archivist + Archivist(s)

Caswell and Cifor call for a shift from a “legalistic, rights-based framework”
to a “feminist ethics approach” where “archivists are seen as caregivers,
bound to records creators, subjects, users, and communities through a
web of mutual affective responsibility.”

Learn More

5th Responsibility
Shannon
O’Neill
Justice & equity must forefront our
work. Radical empathy is one framework/tool (of many) we have to dismantle oppression in our community.
Let's use it!
Thank you to Caswell & Cifor for their
ideas and words; the presenters for
their willingness to engage, for uplifting
one another, and for their labor building this session together; and thank
YOU for your participation.

trading
archivist
ide
cards ins

 All quotes & much paraphrasing from
this inspiring article: Caswell, M. &
Cifor, M. (2016). From human rights to
feminist ethics: Radical Empathy in
the archives. Archivaria, (81), 23.
 If you haven’t read Maria Accardi’s
brilliant Feminist Pedagogy for Librar-

ianship, what are you waiting for?!
 Into social justice & libraries & feelings? Check out the #critlib communi-

radical
empathy
in archival
practice

ty for readings and chats: critlib.org

Print, share, & adapt this
zine with attribution!
Designed by Kelly Wooten.

{

Created for the Society of
American Archivists meeting
Portland, OR, July 2017

}

Zine Librarianship:
Radical Empathy in Action

With emotional agility, we can recognize uncomfortable experiences and
react with care and empathy with
one another.
Organizations should embrace emotional agility in their workers, which
is the idea that emotions are critical.

Recognizing the emotional
labor in change
Twitter:
@jmjones27

Elvia
Arroyo-Ramirez

Building Community:
The Spelman Archives &
Documenting Black Women

Jasmine
Jones
Radical Empathy in Human Rights
Archives: Mutual Relationships to
Suspended Grief and Trauma

Twitter: @kellywooten
 zinelibraries.info!
 Zine Librarians Code of Ethics!

eration of zine creators and their
feelings/intentions when acquiring, describing, and providing access to zines in print/in person
and online.

Kelly Wooten

How can archivists’ grief/trauma
(personal, secondary):
Be a conduit in building and sustaining
archival relationships with record
creators? Donors? Subjects?
Account for a more holistic
description of
archival records?

Sankofa: “Go back and get it”
Email: hsmith12@spelman.edu
with communities and do not co-opt
stories
 Responsible archivists collaborate

chives and Women’s Center at Spelman demonstrates a unique opportunity to archive the experiences of
women of the African Diaspora
 The partnership of the college ar-

 Zine librarianship includes consid-

Holly Smith

Twitter:
@elvia_arroyo

Molly Brown
Integrating Empathy: How
Feminist Ethics of Care Can Be
Included in Archival Education
 The best tool to insert feminist
ethics of care into education:
asking more questions.
 Empathy can be generated as we
learn to learn together.
Without power
differentials.

Find me on Twitter:
@msmollyebrown

 Lemon balm

www.giordanamecagni.com
Who sees and who is the subject?
Do paywalls hide
radical collections from their donor
communities?
Is the high cost of
digitized collections a form of
colonization?

The Colonizing Gaze:
Digitized Collections, Radical
Communities and Paywalls

Giordana Mecagni
Horizontal Mentorship:
Radical Empathy and Professional
Development

Negotiating Digitization
Partnerships: Radical Empathy in a
Media Preservation Collective

Rachel Mattson

Dinah Handel

Utilizing a partnership model that engages the record creator in the act and process of digitization and preservation allows for a shift in power dynamics in the
relationship between the archivist and
record creator and is a method for XFR
Collective to practice radical empathy.
Twitter:
@dinahhandel
@xfrcollective

symbolizes empathy

What would happen if we used the
principle of "radical
empathy" to structure the kinds of
relationships we
forge with colleagues?
Twitter:
@captain_maybe

